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health care is no longer the path of the future; it
l\/t is tfie "Yellow Brick Road" of the pi"t..r.' And many certified

I V I.ounselors have found their first explorations of this new "Land of
Oz" to be filled with pitfalls and misadventure. Lil<e Dorothy, we found this

new landscape to be oddly familiar, yet somehow changed. We encountered

familiar faceJ in unfamiliar roles, ever-shifting alliances, a new vocabulary, con-

fusing criteria and a treatment philosophy that seemed at odds with how we

were trained. Managed care is the all-powerfirl "Wizard" or the "Wicked
Witch," depending on who you talk to aud when. Therapists became

strangers in a suange land, Some of us simply refused to play; others found

ourselves locked in adversarial relationships with managed care utilization re-

viewers. We discovered that counselors and case managers often were impaled

on opposing horns of a seeming dilemma: quality of care versus cost-contain-

menO,inpatient versus outpatient, l2-step versus behavioral approaches, drug-

free appioaches versus psychopharmacology, philosophical models versus re-

search models, addiction specialists versus clinical generalists, and so on.

and Hester (1986) as justification
that everybody who was inPatient
should be ueated as outpatients. This
study (which is a literature review,
not research as such) states that "26
conrolled comparisons have shown
consistendy no overall advantage for
residential over non-residential set-
tings, for longer over shorter inpa-
tient programs, or for more intensive
over less intensive interventions in
treating alcohol abuse." This conclu-
sion has been thoroughly discredited
as a "comparison" of everything from
four-day detox-only stays through
monttrly "checkin" aftercare and did
not include a single report of anY-

thing recognizable as a Minnesota
Model inpatient or outpatient pro-
gram (Sell, 1992,1995). This is anal-

ogous to saying that since both
pomegranates,,and light bulbs are

more round than not, they ought to
have flight characteristics equal to
those of a golf ball.

It is time for proselytizers of both
extremes to move toward the center
ground occupied bY most of our Pa-
tients. There is no reason not to as-

sume that Persons with substance
abuse disorders do not fall along a

standard distribution, with the major-
ity in the "bell" of the curve. Some

outliers will require either extended

Worldviews in Collision
The apparendy opposing world-

views of addiction treatment versus
managed care often are passionately
held by their respective proponents.
Flowever, both extremes are mis-
guided by the very theoretical justifi-
cations they claim.

Many of us trained in addiction
treatment cut our teeth on the Min-
nesota Model of 30-day inpatient
programs, the "gold standard" in *ris
iountry for 25 years. This approach
derives its theoretical basis from the

"disease model" of alcoholism as de-
fined by E.M. lellinek (who did his
research in the 1940s) and accepted
by the American Medical fusociation
in 1956. The Jellinek (1952) Chart
of the Progression of Alcoholism, on
which the Minnesota Model is predi-
cated, would not be accepted as an
undergraduate term paper today. It is

a subjective interview of a tinY
(n=+400), non-randomized, demo-
graphically skewed (all caucasian
male), self-selected (all AA member)
sample. This is not to say that the dis-
ease model is untrue, only that it is

not universal.
Early proponents of managed care

(read "managed benefit"), on the
other hand, enthusiastically accepted
the equally flawed research of Miller

residential treatment or do well with
"single-session" therapy, but most
will be best served somewhere in be-
tween. Issues of diagnostic accuracy)
proper client to counseloy'ueatment
fit, matching of intensity to severity,
counselor flexibility and client per-
ception and motivation are of pri
mary importance. We must move
from dichotomous thedretical pos-
turing to solution-focused treatment.

I(eys to Effective Credentialing
One key difference between t}re

worldviews of addiction treatment and
managed care is the relative valuation
of experience versus education. The
addiction counseling field historically
has relied heavily on the life experience
of recovering persons who become
certified counselors, sometimes re-
gardless of academic credentials. Man-
aged care preferred provider panels,

on the other hand, tend to apply the
litmus test of an advanced counseling
degree, regardless of actual credential-
ing in addiction treatment.

This "blind men describing the ele-

phant" approach has led to historical
ibuses in both camps: the drug-fi'ee
alcoholism treatment program that
takes a schizophrenic off medications
and then discharges him or her as

non-compliant when he or she de-
compensates and the therapist who
spends years digging for the "under-
lying root cause" of whY the client
drinks. Both clients are ill-served'
The fust is an iatrogenic treatment
failure, and the second is an alcoholic
who now understands whY he or she

started drinking, but not whY he or
she can't stop.

NAADAC has been Proactive in
advocating licensure of addiction
counselors, but dris alone will not ad-

dress the academic credentialing cri-
teria of managed care. Boph certified
addiction counselors and psychother-
apists should be encouraged to be-
come credentialed for the clients they
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NOTE: Published in 1995, this article is obviously 25 years out-of-date. Nonetheless, it is
revived here for historical interest. Indeed, many of the concepts presented have now become
standard practice. As we move forward in 2020 to shape another "brove new world" during
the CoVid-19 pandemic, the tectonic plates of change are in upheaval once again. We need to
be dedicated and creative to continue "bringing hope, health and healingfor dual recovery
MichaelGBrickerMS,CADC-II,NCAC-2,LPC-rh,:,'tlI A'/.-,,'t/,,r1rrrl.:-NAADACApprovedEducationProvider

treat. Now drat health care reform
has been deferred to dre state levei
this is of parricular importance, lest
addiction counseiors be "frozen out"
by state licensure requiren-rents. The
more educated, highly skilled addic-
tion counselors become connected
widr provider networks, the grcater
our opportunity to shape dre future
of addiction fteatrnent under man-
aged care. This rvill requirc that
counselors be willing to pursue ad-
vanced education in treatment
methodology other than the tlacli-
tional l2-step approaches.

We must be flexible enough to use
techniques from cogrutive/behavioral,
rational-emotive, brief, solution-fb-
cused, falnily systerrs) psychopharrna-
cology, controlled drinking, visualiza-
tion and imagcly, s)'stenratic
desensitization, hypnodrerapy or any-
thing else that edrically will help our
clients achieve theiy goals, not ours.
We must familiarize ourselves with all
recovery fellowships, not just the ones
we support. Managed carc entities
have an equal responsibility to ensure
that addiction treatment is pronded
only by persons adequately creden-
tialed to do so. Both sides have a

moral obligation to follow our clients
to the middle gror"urd and empower
them to do what works.

Medical Necessity
Many of the older assessment instru-

ments for chemical dependency are of
limited clinical utiJity, particulariy in
the realm of rnanaged care. For exam-
ple, the Michigan Alcoholism Screen
ing Test (MAST) (Selzer, I97I) cre-
ates so rnany false positives as to bc
unacceptable to managed care. f'he
DCS-753 instn-rment used by the State
of \4/isconsin to assess intoxicated chi-
vers is largely based on dre psychody-
namic criteria from DSM-II (\967); ir
is possible to derive a diagnosis of "sus-
pected dependenry" in a person who
never has taken a drini<. Odrer diag-
nostic systems have been developed,
including dre MacAndrews Alcoholism
Scale of dre MNIPI, dre Addiction
Severity Index (ASI) and others. How-

ever, drey often ale cumbersome and
expensivc to administer and have not
been universally accepted by mzuraged
care. At the same tirne, the diagnostic
criteria for Substance Use Disorders
contained in DSM-IV (1994) are em-
bracing enough to be useful to coun-
selors and clients, while giving a clear
sense of medical necessity for: gatekeep-
ers (see Figue One). To makc a clini-
cally appropriate treatment referral, the

sive to treat. Progressive companies
realize that managing care is different
from managing benefits. 'fhe best de-
terminant of beneficial (and cost-ef:
fectivc) care is proper fit between
clinical acuity, level of care and ap-
propriate intervention.

Negotiating Levels of Care
All reputable managed care compa-

nies have adopted criteria for deter-
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gatekeeper needs to knorv that dre
client "meets five of seven criteria for
alcohol dependence, including toler-
ance and withdlawal, in dre past year'."

The good news is that managed
care companies are coming to the re-
alization that denying care is a poor
sftategy for controlling costs. The
disease of chernical dependency is no
more likely to "spontaneously remit"
than diabetes, for example. Persons
who are denied clinically necessary
treatment are likely to show up
again...sicker and much morc expen-
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rnining tlre appropriatc level of care
for treatment. Many usc modeis
which have been validated by re-
search, like those of the American So-
ciety of Addiction Medicine (ASAM)
or thc Cleveland Criteria. Some state
laws mandate criteria sets for use (e.g,
Massachusetts); othcr have models
r,vhich are used by convention (e.g.,
the Wisconsin Peer Review Orga-niza-
tion). The key for counselors is to
find out which criteria set(s) are used
by managed care conpanies and use
them. Occasionally, a ciinician will be
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Figure One
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told that these criteria are "propri-
etary" and cannot be disciosed. Re-
quest them again in writing, and send
a copy to your state insurance com-
missioner; this r,vill get results.

The managed care movement is
revolutionizing the databases for
treatment research. fu clinicians, we
must keep abreast of the research and
help our collcagues in managed.care
do the same. Become farniliar with as-
sessment instruments, particularly
those which a.re computer-assisted,
and help reviewers to see how they
can be useful for them as well in de-
termining clinically appropriate levels
of care. (See Table One.)

!\4ren negotiating levels of care , we
must bg, creative in using tlrc entire
continuum of care (Figure Two). Pro-
grams which are vertically integrated
can access tJre whole continuum from
detox to aftercare and help control the
transition points, where clients tend to
fall through the cracks. Programs that
are flexible will be able to hybridize
treatment options to maximize ueat-
ment intensity while conseling re-
sources (e.g., contracting for a bed in a

halfway house so that clients can ar-
tend a day hospital prograrn, instead
of going into the hospital or being
prematurely discharged to outpatient
services). More managed care colrpa-
nies are realtzing the benefit of greater
utilization of intermediate levels of
care, instead of feeding the revolving
door fiom detox to outpatient.

Treatrnent Plans and Authorization
One of the most troublesome areas

in negotiation between counselors
and rnanaged care reviewers is the
treatment plan. One actual treatment
plan from a (non-certified) family
tierapist requested 52 weekly individ-
ual sessions with the spouse of an al-
coholic to "teach her self-actualiza-
tion." This is unacceptable, especially
to a managed care clinician. Treat-
ment plans that are process-oriented
("client will accept his or her discase")
are impossible to measure; plans must
be solution-focused in managed car-e.
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The STEMSS Institute and Bricker Clinic

275 East Green Bay Ave. - Saukville WI 53080 (414) 268-0899

The STEMSS Institute, Inc.
Michuel G. Bricker MS, CADC-UI - Executive Director

We offer Consultation in Recovery from adilictive &
mental diseases to Treatment facilittes nation-wide,

The STEMSS Institute, Inc. is a non-profit education & consrri'trtion
Instiute dedicated to fte research and development of innovative therapeutic
interventions for addictive & mental diseases. Our name states what we do: Support
Together for Emotional & Mental Serenity and Sobriety. The STEMSS Supponed Self-
Help Model @ for dual diagnosis recovery, which we started in Milwaukee in i984, is
now used in over 80 sites a6oss the US & Canada We devise & promote specialized
clinical services for clients with muitiple challenges: the "dually diagnosed", physical &
sensory impairments, single parents with small children, etc.

As part of our national Consulting business, the SIEMSS Institute is a central
clearing house for new and irurovative treafinent approaches from all over the country.
Part of our Mission is to develop and implement new keatrnent delivery systems,
combine them with the best time-tested techniques, and bring them to the Community
where we [ve and work. These "growing edge" techniques, such as computer-assisted
Ieaming, are implemented (as appropriate) at the Brtcker Clinic, which is also a
laboratory for cross-training of AODA and Mental Health Therapists. We are available
to Agencies of all sizes for Consultation & Insewice Training.
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cocaine treatment describes a

"SMART" treatment plan (see Table
Two). This approach is much more
likely to get an authorization in a man-
aged care environment and potential
results in the real world. Another,
three-stage model is based on identift-
ing, verbalizing and finally dernonstrar-
ing new behaviors (see Table Three).
Using this model, treatment objectives
can be broken down into short-term
goals and tracked over time.

Outcomes, and Episodes of Care
Another important concept in negoti-

ating treatment plans is to avoid long-
term global and unmeasurable out-
comes, One way to do this is to break
the.pecovery process down into tasks
and units, rather than time-frames. Few
managed care reviewers would autho-
rize six months of outpatient treatment
in a block. However, it can be broken

down into task units (see Table Four).
It is important to realize that these

treatment segments may be discontin-
ued by the client without the client
actually "dropping out." Many clients
need (and benefit liom) the oppoftu-
nity to "go out and practice" before
returning. Each episode of care
should be defined clearly and be able
to stand on its own merits. By break-
ing down "lengths of stay" into dis-
crete recovery tasks, it is possible to
attain clinically appropriate episodes
of care which approximate research-
supported durations of treatment.

Finding the Rainbow
Whether we like it or not, managed

care is here to stay. It may not be rhe
"Wizard" it is touted to be by some.
But if counselors and other mental
health professionals learn the system
and how it works and do what they

need to do to work effectively with it,
they can learn not to fear the "Wicked
Witch" of managed care. Alcohol and
dmg counselors traditionally have pro-
vided cost-effective service with posi-
tive outcomes. We need to document
these results and make sure that case
managers and others in managed care
companies know what we have ac-
complished and what we are capable
of achieving. The success of our clients
depends on this.

Michael G. Brieher, MS, CADC II\ is execu-
tive director ofThe STEMSS Institute: Consul
tarion in Recovery fiom Addictive and Mental
Disease in Saukville, WI.
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